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ADRIAN O’CONNOR, Nature, Nurture, and the Social Order: Imagining Lessons
and Lives for Women in Ancien Régime France
Focusing on the work of Choderlos de Laclos, Riballier, Mme d’Épinay, and
Mme de Genlis, this article examines the ways in which, during the 1770s and
1780s, women’s education and women’s social identity were imagined as two
related questions. Both questions were shaped by the perceived dictates of
nature, tradition, and necessity, yet each was open to debate and re-imagination. In the works of these four writers, we will see not only considerable
ambivalence regarding women’s social and familial identities, but also a rift
between understandings of those identities based on nature and understandings based on social utility or tradition. Moreover, we will see that along with
that ambivalence and that discursive rift came a tension between women’s
importance as wives and mothers, on the one hand, and their autonomy as
selves, on the other.
Keywords: female education, women’s roles, political imagination, public
sphere, ancien régime
RACHEL NUNEZ, Rethinking Universalism: Olympe Audouard, Hubertine
Auclert, and the Gender Politics of the Civilizing Mission
Building on Joan Scott’s argument that the struggles of feminists since the Revolution have been rooted in the paradoxes of republican universalism, this
article explores how two nineteenth-century feminists―Olympe Audouard
and Hubertine Auclert―sought to escape the problem of sexual difference
through engagement with the civilizing mission. They criticized the civilizing
mission as chauvinistic and misogynistic to reveal how republican universalism had failed to address inequalities of both sex and race. They also proposed
more inclusive forms of universalism: in her writing on Turkey, Audouard
advocated cosmopolitanism, in which all peoples, regardless of race or sex,
could contribute to civilization, while Auclert, in her writing on Algeria, supported assimilation as a way to endow both French women and Arabs with the
rights of French men. Yet their versions of universalism were no less paradoxical than republican universalism. Through cosmopolitanism and assimilaFrench Politics, Culture & Society, Vol. 30, No. 1, Spring 2012
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tion, they invoked new others and worked strategically to displace sexual difference with racial, national, and religious difference.
Keywords: Audouard, Auclert, civilizing mission, universalism,
cosmopolitanism
EMMA KUBY, A War of Words over an Image of War: The Fox Movietone
Scandal and the Portrayal of French Violence in Algeria, 1955–1956
During the Algerian War, films and published photographs documenting brutalities committed by French forces were exceedingly rare, due to censorship
and strict controls on journalistic access to the military. However, a dramatic
exception to this state of affairs came at an early moment in the war, after a
Fox Movietone cameraman captured footage of a French gendarme as he summarily executed an Algerian with a bullet in the back. When the journal L’Express printed frames from the film in December 1955, a scandal ensued that
implicated the sitting government in Paris and stoked French anti-Americanism. This article explores the reasons for the scandal, its anatomy, and its
longer-term implications for French representations of the violence of the
Algerian conflict. It argues that widespread French assumptions about the
appropriateness of France’s role in Algeria ultimately served to neutralize the
story told by the images, even as they were recognized as incontrovertible evidence of atrocity.
Keywords: Algerian War, film, photography, anti-Americanism, violence
JÉRÔME LAMY, L’Express et l’espace après Apollo 11: La dramaturgie du récit
journalistique à l’épreuve du spatial [in French]
This article examines the treatment of outer space in the French weekly magazine L’Express from 1969 to 2009. After the Apollo 11 mission to the moon,
space was essentially analyzed from the perspective of geopolitics: International tensions, the Cold War, and the emergence of an integrated Europe
served as prisms through which the subject of outer space was explored. After
the Challenger crash in 1986, thinking about space took on a more commercial orientation; business, trade, and competition became a powerful frame of
reference. At the same time, ecological concerns emerged to reinforce a negative view of space exploration. Space debris and the decline of utopian expectations became recurring themes. This cultural history of disenchantment
over space reflected both a scaling back of Promethean ambitions and the
assimilation of space into everyday life.
Keywords: L’Express, space, journalism, disillusion
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DIONYSSIS G. DIMITRAKOPOULOS, Between the Party and the European Union?
The Regulation of Working Time in France
Do parties matter when EU policy is implemented in France? This article
examines this question first in the context of cleavage theory and the literature on party positioning on European integration that draws attention to the
origin and the nature of party preferences, and second in light of empirical
evidence from the implementation of the Working Time Directive in France.
It shows that, when faced with the same issue, governments of different ideological orientation responded in a way that reflected their historically
defined référentiel rather than an EU Diktat. The argument here, then, is that
far from ending domestic political contestation on the Left-Right axis, European integration and its concrete domestic manifestations in France are in
fact subject to it.
Keywords: working time, implementation, party government, Gauche
plurielle, employment policy.
NICK PARSONS, Worker Reactions to Crisis: Explaining “Bossnappings”
In France in 2009–10, several managers announcing redundancies were held
hostage by workers. Although the global economic crisis and an attendant
rise in unemployment may provide a catalyst for “bossnappings,” the real
explanations for the phenomenon have to be found partly in the institutional make up of French industrial relations that have resulted in weak,
divided unions and weak and conflictual collective bargaining mechanisms.
However, such institutional factors cannot provide the whole explanation.
Ideas also matter, and these underlying structural weaknesses have been
unable to contain radical outbursts of anger when allied to pre-existing concerns over globalization―which appeared to be vindicated by the current
economic crisis―, the reactions of the government to crisis, and the incapacity of unions or the state to respond to it.
Keywords: bossnapping, trade unions, collective bargaining, globalization,
economic crisis

